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MEET MADISEN

 
Ever since I started creating wedding films, I knew there was something missing in the

way our industry was telling wedding day stories— a natural, authentic way of
capturing moments.

—
 

I fell in love with love seeing a moment unfold candidly in front of me and capturing it
in an artistic way that told the story authentically while also creating art.

 
Since then, I have strived to let my couples live their day honestly.

 
—
 

When I am not filming, you can find me traveling, spending time with the best friends
+ family in the world, lovin on my husband, Gavin, and our golden retriever, Briggs,

boating, scream-singing my heart out at concerts, and most likely drinking too much
coffee. :’)

I am Madisen (Hinegardner) Timp— a wedding videographer, creator, storyteller based in the Midwest. I
strive to capture more than just the big moments of people's lives, but the whole feeling, vibe, and

authenticity that goes along with it.  
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The sum of myself is that I romanticize everything, every detail of my regular life, making

my daily coffee, the way the light is streaming onto my living room floor, each detail matters
and makes my own life beautiful. I believe in the love you share, the intimacy of a fleeting

moment, and the power I have to bottle that up for you to hold forever. 
 

To me, creating a film is much more about the entire experience. I want to capture moments
that represent who you are and make something that is entirely unique. Those small
moments and fleeting details of your own life— the way your hand slides down your

partners back or even the smile your grandma gives you from across the room, each moment
works hand-in-hand to tell your story. I want my videos to make you feel over and over

again by creating a film that speaks to you, your passions, your energy, your raw emotions
and help document your new favorite memories.

 
My goal is to create a space that is authentic and by the end of it all, I want to feel like we

have been best friends for years. This way we can create a film that is a perfect reflection of
the two of you and your day along with all of the emotions.

 
Through this, I'll tell your story. The true story of your love in whichever way you choose to

celebrate.

THE EXPERIENCE |



INVESTMENT |
Your investment should be exactly what you want— 
     I start you here + you can build however you'd like!

LOCAL WEDDING (IA) $7,500

DESTINATION WEDDING (US)    $8,500

DESTINATION WEDDING (INTERNATIONAL)   $8,500 + travel

All packages include two edited films— a highlight film “social edit” (2-4 mins)
and full film (8-10 mins), drone footage, minimum 8 hours of coverage, 
 complimentary super 8 roll, and high quality digital download + online gallery. 

Additionally packages include, pre-wedding consultations, timeline / planning
assistance, curated music selection, and audio coverage.

Inquire for individualized quotes for international wedding travel fees.



BUILD YOUR PACKAGE 

Now that you have the necessities, make the rest of the package
exactly what you need and want specifically for you and your day. 

- Super 8 Film | starting at $400
- Film Photos  | starting at $250
- Vintage Camcorder Footage  | starting at $150
- "Big Moment" Footage | starting at $1,000
- Ceremony Film | starting at $500
- Engagement / Story Session | starting at $500
- Interviews  | starting at $150
- Multi-day Coverage  | starting at $350 per hour or custom package

ADDITIONAL SERVICES|



adding to your story  |  what makes the two of you, you

"STORY" SESSIONS |

Whether it is going to the bar where you first met and grabbing a drink and strolling around town
with your dog or jumping on a plane and adventuring at your favorite destination, these sessions
add to your story and capture the real moments and life between the two of you and hold this time
in your life exactly how it is.

With every new and exciting change that happens in my own life, I often think "Our life will never be
exactly like this ever again." Although the upcoming things are exciting, special, and are so good to
look forward to, I still think about the present and how  someday we will reminisce on this time and
try to remember how special it actually was and no amount of words will be able to truly recount
what that time was like or capture the love and excitement we felt in these moments.

That is exactly why I created these sessions. 

Spending this time together doing your favorite things is the perfect way to tell your story. We can
use this to add to your wedding film and mix in real life moments with the details of your wedding
day to better capture who you are together or create a separate film for the two of you to put on
your wedding website, set the tone for your day, showcase the two of  you, or even just to keep for
the two of you and share these moments with your families over the years.

These sessions are so special to me and can truly be made into whatever and wherever the two of
you feel most yourselves— even if it is simply hanging out at home, in a field, on a pond, or strolling
down a city street. 

I want to capture these moments for you, for your life, for your story.



FAQ
How do we book?
First, tell me asap so we can celebrate together!!!! 
From there I will send you a price quote + contract to look over
and sign.

To officially hold your date, I just need the signed contract
returned to me and a deposit!

Can we setup a payment plan or when are
they due?
Yes!! I offer flexible payments to make it work best for you. You
can split up the payments however you'd like (no fees!!) 

For example: many couples choose to pay a smaller amount each
month until their date to get it taken care of.

The full amount is due two weeks of your wedding. If the
payment is not complete. you will not receive your footage.
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